How to Set Sleeves on Your Catcher and Blocker for Oculus Quest 2

**INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS**

- **YOUR CATCHER**
- **YOUR BLOCKER**
- **2 PCS OF CONTROLLER**
- **1 PC OF CATCHER SLEEVE**
- **1 PC OF BLOCKER SLEEVE**

*Not included in your package.

**HOW TO SET SLEEVES ON YOUR CATCHER**

1. The catcher sleeve is square shape with 3 Velcro fasteners. Place the catcher sleeve facing the flat side downward.
2. Use the L (left) controller. When facing towards you, the side control button should be on the right side of the tracker.
3. Slide the controller into the catcher sleeve. Make sure the side control button fits nicely to the cutout.
4. Secure the controller in the sleeve with the designated Velcro fastener.
5. Place the mounted sleeve onto your catcher’s basket strip. Fasten the sleeve with the Velcro fastener as shown on the picture above.
6. Make sure the sleeve is tight and secure. The top of the controller should be facing downward when you put your catcher on.

**HOW TO SET SLEEVES ON YOUR BLOCKER**

1. The blocker sleeve is square shape with cut corners and 4 straps. Place the blocker sleeve facing the flat side downward.
2. Use the R (right) controller. When facing towards you, the side control button should be on the left side of the controller.
3. Slide the controller into the catcher sleeve. Make sure the side control button fits nicely to the cutout.
4. Secure the controller in the sleeve with the designated Velcro fastener.
5. Place the mounted blocker sleeve onto your blocker directly in the center.
6. Hold the sleeve in the center of your blocker and turn the blocker upside down. Lock the straps tightly at the top and the bottom of your blocker.
7. Make sure the sleeve is tight and secure. The top of the controller on the blocker should be facing your thumb when you put your blocker on.